Grady Medical Systems
GradyVet 9500 Fluid Warmer

FEATURES:
In clinical conditions, the IV fluid is often much lower than the body temperature of the patient, resulting in an adverse cooling effect on the patient’s body. If the temperature of the IV fluid is raised to reduce this difference, the patient will feel more comfortable and drugs will more easily dissolve in the solution, and be more easily absorbed into the bloodstream.

The GradyVet 9500 fluid warmer is an indirect heating device that gently warms the tubing that is in contact with the interior warming plate and the fluid is warmed as it passes through the IV tubing.

SPECIFICATIONS:

- **Power Requirements:** 110 VAC ±11 volts
  220 VAC ± volts

- **Input Power:** <70 watts

- **Frequency:** 50 or 60 Hz

- **Ambient Fluid Temp:** 59°F to 77°F

- **Temperature of Fluid at Exit of Warmer:**
  95°F - 115°F ± 4°F

- **LCD Temp Display**

- **Centigrade or Fahrenheit Scales**

- **Alarm LCD**
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